■Minimum path width
●Right turn in two-wheel steering mode

●Right turn in 4-wheel steering mode

Kato MR-130R
Kato MR-130R

■Minimum
path width
13 t All Terrain
Crane
●Right turn in two-wheel steering mode
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13 t All Terrain
Crane
●Right turn in 4-wheel steering mode

・R1=6.50m
・A=3.59m (Width of entrance)
(Minimum turning radius)
・B=3.59m (Width of wheel exit)
・C=4.24m (Width of chassis exit)
・R2=6.64m
(Turning radius of extremely ・D=4.65m (Width of exit at end of boom)
outer tire)
・R3=7.28m
(Chassis turning radius)
・R4=7.69m
(Boom end turning radius)
・R5=4.03m
(Turning radius extremely chassis inner)

・R1=3.92m
・A0=3.56m (Width of chassis entrance)
(Minimum turning radius) ・A1=2.47m (Width of wheel entrance)
・R2=4.06m
・B =2.47m (Width of wheel exit)
(Turning radius of
・C =3.40m (Width of chassis exit)
extremely outer tire)
・D =3.93m (Width of exit at end of boom)
・R3=4.68m
(Chassis turning radius)
・R4=5.22m
(Boom end turning radius)
・R5=1.82m
(Turning radius extremely chassis inner)
Note: The above values are based on calculations.

■Overall view
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(Minimum turning radius) ・A1=2.47m (Width of wheel entrance)
・R2=4.06m
・B =2.47m (Width of wheel exit)
(Turning radius of
・C =3.40m (Width of chassis exit)
extremely outer tire)
・D =3.93m (Width of exit at end of boom)
・R3=4.68m
(Chassis turning radius)
・R4=5.22m
(Boom end turning radius)
・R5=1.82m
(Turning radius extremely chassis inner)
Note: The above values are based on calculations.
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■Overall view

Reduced scale: 1/100 Unit (mm)

with variable outrigger monitoring
Call: 01708 805550
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DISCLAIMER: Product introduction sheet supplied for reference purposes please see ww.citylifting.co.uk for manufacturer detailed technical specification.
Please contact the City Lifting Hire Team for Counter Weight Configurations, Fly Jib Options, Outrigger Loading and Spreader Mat Options.

Tel: 01708 805550 | Fax: 01708 805558 | Email: hire@citylifting.co.uk
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Kato MR-130R

Kato MR-130R

Working range

Working Range
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■Overall view
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Fly Jib

2°

Main Boom

with variable outrigger monitoring
DISCLAIMER: Product introduction sheet supplied for reference purposes please see ww.citylifting.co.uk for manufacturer detailed technical specification.
Please contact the City Lifting Hire Team for Counter Weight Configurations, Fly Jib Options, Outrigger Loading and Spreader Mat Options.

Tel: 01708 805550 | Fax: 01708 805558 | Email: hire@citylifting.co.uk
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